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Abstract

In this paper we consider the strong solvability of the Dirichlet problem in
the Sobolev spaces for elliptic operators.

The paper is devoted to strong solvability in Sobolev spaces of the Dirichlet
problem {

Lu = f in x ∈ En

lim
x→∞

u (x) = 0 (1)

for elliptic operators L =
n∑

i,j=1

aij (x)
∂2

∂xi∂xj
with discontinuous coefficients aij (x) ,

where the right hand side f ∈ Lp (En) , n ≥ 3, the coefficients aij (x) are bounded
measurable functions satisfying the additional condition of smallness of BMO norm,
and ∃µ ∈ (0, 1] for ∀ξ ∈ En

µ |ξ|2 ≤
n∑

i,j=1

aij (x) ξiξj ≤ µ−1 |ξ|2 . (2)

The papers of Ladyzhenskaya O.A. and Uraltseva N.N. [1], Ivanov A.V. [2],
Agmon S., Douglis A., Nirebberg L. [3] in the case of continuous coefficients, of
Talenti J [4], Alkhutov Yu.A. and Mamedov I.T. [5], Zhikov V.V. and Sirajidunov
M.M. [6] in the case of discontinuous coefficients of the operator with small scatter
of eigen numbers of the matrix of coefficients (when p = 2 it is expressed by the
Cordes condition) are devoted to the problems of proof of W 2,p a priori estimates
for elliptic and parabolic operators. In the papers of Vitanza C. [7.9], Palagachev D.
[9], Krylov N.V. [10], Byon, Sung Sig [11], Kim Kyeong-Hun and Krylov N.V. [12],
Doyoon Kim [13] . W 2,p a priori estimates were proved for elliptic operators with
coefficients from the class BMO.

The goal of our paper is to prove strong solvability of the problem (1) in a Sobolev
space. Provided sufficient smallness of BMO norm of the coefficients ‖a‖BMO =

n∑
i,j=1

‖aij‖BMO a priori estimation

‖u‖2,p ≤ C (n, p, µ,D, ‖a‖BMO) ‖Lu‖p , p ∈ (1, n/2) (3)

is proved for the functions u ∈ W 2,p (En). Applying the obtained estimation we
prove strong solvability of the problem (1) in the space W 2,p (En) for any f ∈
Lp (En).

The proof method essentially uses the Calderon-Zigmund theorem on bound-
edness of a singular integral and the theorem on boundedness of a commutator




